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Family Court ·Is.
What We Need

By WINSOME R. HENRY
A little over a year ago, the
city vacated the 'Family Court
building, situated at the corner
of 22nd Street and Lexington
Avenue. The city offered this
building to Baruch. This
building, according to Mr. Con
stantin Fakas, Director of Cam
pus Planning and Facilties, will
be ideally suited for Baruch
College, since the basement is
connected to the 23rd Street
Building. The heating system is
shared by both the Court
building and 1'7 Lexington.
Higher
Board
of
The
has·
approv ed
Baruch's resolution to obtain
-th"'e rights to this -p roperty. The
College is now awaiting ap
proval for litigation resolving
transfer of title. "It will be dif
ficult to convert the offices to
classrooms," said Mr. Fakas,
View of broken and makeshift patches on the windows In a typical classroom.
,

N.S.A. To Fight_ Cutbcks
By HERBERT E. WEEKES
At the recently concluded
United States National Studen-t
Association Lobbying '77 Con
ference held at the Shoreham-
Amer,icana Hotel, Washington.
IS>.C., the NSA, which is the
students' lobby at the federal
level, decided to fight all cuts
and legislation that will affect
students in colleges and·
universities. The conference
was attended by delegates
representing colleges and
universities throughout the
country. The Baruch College
ESSA delegation was Carolyn
Whifriey, Jay Mathews and
myself. At the conference the
ESSA delegation worked closely
with the Day Students Govern
ment led by Hahk Testa so as to
have a united front to deal with
the problems we encounter.
The sale of buildings owned
by the National Student
Association was one of the main
issues of the conference. It is
alleged that the CIA had a close
relationship with the student
association and had purchased
the two buildings for the
ass0ciation. With the split bet, ween the CIA and the NSA the.
CIA ceased funding the NSA
and the organization had a debt
in excess $100,000. The problem
·. is c.learly not of the mag�itude ,it

was i n 1968
when the
association had a debt of over
$500,000. The vote to sell the
buildings was overwhelmingly in
favor of resolution No. 6 which
allows NSA to optimize the
market value of the property,
sells it, and uses the liquid
margin to develop an investment
plan. The delegation from the
CUNY colleges was the last to

cast votes and when the
chairman called on CUNY for its
count, the entire Empire Room
came to a complete silence. The
CUNY vote was 18 - 4 in favor of
selling the buildin_gs. It was
·rumored that the CUNY
delegation came to halt the sale
of the buildings but·it proved to
be rumor.
(Conrlnued on Page 04 /

March To The Capitol
The City University Student
Senate and the Student
Association of the State
University of New York have
called for a rally in Albany on
Tuesday,'March 15th, 1977. The
march to the Capitol will begin
from Swineburn Park at 11 a.m.
Swiheburn Park is located near
the intersection of Route 5 and
Clinton
The
Avenue.
participants will assemble at the
park and proceed to ·the Capitol.
The purpose of the rally is to
demonstrate opposition to the
Governor's drastic budget cuts
to the City University and the
State University of New York.
Edward·
Roberts,
USS
Chairperson, ·said, ''T,h/'l. Slate'.s,-

public institutions of higher
edµcation cannot continue to be
slashed without destroying their
academic integrity'."
Roberts envisions that the
will· force
demonstration
Governor Carey and the
Legislature to reaffirm their
commitment to higher education
as an investment in New York
State's future.
Rooerts also announced that
a joint USS-SASU, ra,lly in New
York City will be held at 2 p.m.,
on Wednesday, March 23rd at
City Hall.
Students from across the
State
are
expected
to
·_pa,rti9ip,a)�.•. , , .- .

"but the problem is not insurmountable."
"$25,000 has been requested
.
for renovations to start work. .
stated Mr. Fakas. He was quick
to point out, however, that
"renovations and alterations are
not the only reasons why the
College needs money from the
city. But above all, the College
needs an allocation to operate
the building." Getting the
money, it seems. is the major
problem as usual.
Mr. Fakas also disclosed that
Baruch saved $100,000 last year
in rental expenses from other
locations vacated. These funds
have· been retained by the city.
Being

very

optimistic.

Mr.

Fakas said, "It's impossible for
Baruch to move into the Court
cum-Baruch building during
1977; however, 1978 is planned
for new classrooms."

Baruch Still· Unique
Sub-total: 11,645
By DIANA WILLIAMS
In an exclusive interview, Spring 1977 figures:
Dean Samuel Thomas, Dean of Total students: 14.430
Graduate students: 2,597
the Business and Public 'Ad
Projected Fall 1977:
ministration School, stipulated
Allocations requested
Baruch's position in the
from University Appli
proposed homenization of the
cation Processing Center:
CUNY and SUNY network is
Freshmen: 2,150
"quite strong."
The metropolitan -newspapers Transfer Students: 1,100
have been carrying a number of This allocation indicates a Full
articles in a current series to Time Equivalent at Baruch of
test the reaction- of the public to 14,500 students.
the proposed plan of Governor
Dean Thomas also stated that
Carey· to restructure the
University. The rumor-factory is current . figures released from
flying. The forestall con 'the .Processing Center show that
tradictions, Dean Thomas con Baruch has been chosen as first
selection by freshmen totalling
sented to an interview.
"Briefly the proposed Carey over 3,270 students. The ad
·plan resembles the California missions deadline has been
plan," said Dean Thomas, "a continuing past earlier dates.
copy of that plan purports to "We now follow a rolling ad
community missions. all of which definitely
combine
the
colleges with the senior in suggests a secure position for
stitutions." Dean Thomas con Baruch and its students
tinued, "reorganizing is a time whatever the outcome."
Registrar Lewis Temeres
consuming and arduous task,
very few of· the recom verified, "if anything, we ·have
mendations are ever im the opportunity to grow if the
plemented. Various interest budgetary allocations and sup
groups, political figures, and port are there to permit growth."
other have vested interest and "As it stands now, following the
respond to a diversity of intense trend of projections for the fall,"
Mr. Temares continued. "Baruch
pressures."
has such high standards and en
joys a considerable reputation
The enrollment figures for Fall,
among prospective students,
1976 are as follows:
that it is conceivable that Fall,
Total Students: 14,499
1977 wou Id present a 5 percent
Business undergrad.: 9,350
demand - something Baruch is
Business graduate: 2,375
Public Administration: ,220.. ,. .. ,unao!El to satisfy."
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Ad Club Visits
J. Walter .Thompson

By AMY BARRON

Last Friday afternoon. twenty
of
Baruch's
advertising
students visited J. Walter
Thompson - the world's largest
and oldest ad agency. Th is
guided tour was arranged by
the Adverti_stng Society as part
of a program to help prepare
ad students for future jobs.
Mr. Gerry Scorse. Associate
Creative Director for one of
Thompson's c,lients. Alleghany
Airlines. and a graduate of
Baruch. was kind enough to
arrange the afternoon··s ac-

tivities.
Upon arriving, the students
were escorted into Gerry's of
fice. where a question and an
swer session took place on
topics ranging from how to·
write better. to ways of ob
taining jobs.
Gerry, along with a young
copywriter. Corinne Gillick,
made several s uggestion s.
First - Write. Any writing ex
perience is good, but when you
apply for a job as an ad
I
vertising copywriter you must
sh�w that you can write actual

Making Career Choices
By PROF. JACK SCHARF

Making career choices c�n be
a difficult task particularly when
a person is trying to discovE;r
and relate his irrterests and
values to practical· plans for his
or her iuture. The Counseling
Office is offering a special
program of workshops which
can help students develop
career plans which· reflect an
authentic expression of what a
student really would like to work
at as well as what positions he is
likely to find available to him.
It is important that in a rapidly
changing job market. and a
world in which new and different
profes.sional opportu_nities are
constantly developing, that the
siu dent make education a.I
decisions which will contain suf
ficient flexibility to take ad
vantage of these OP,portunities.
The choice of a major field of
study does not necessarily mean
a final commitment to a
particular career. Actually. most
people make several career
decisions as they progress
through various stages of their
work
lives.
But
today's
educational decisions · do
require a student to fake con
crete steps in the direction of,
· long-range goals even as he
keeps his options open.
What students often neglect is
getting in touch 'l.lith "what they
would really like to do," "what
they enjoy," "what would give

them fulfillment·· _in their work.
They are too much influenced
by the goals and values of
parents, - close relatives, and
friends and tend to ignore their
own valid goals. It is important.
to be ready to expl,ore one's own_
goals, to be ready to change
them as one matures and
c·hanges. and. to be ready to ad
just to the changes of the real
world of job opportunities out
there. Educational and career
planning should be broad
enough for growth in self-know
ledge as well as. changes in job
opportunities.
The
Career · Counseling
Workshops provide an op
portunity for - the student to
assess what he is really_good_ at,
what he is really interested in
and to add these up to a career
decision that makes sense to
him. The Workshops also
provide guidance in leading the
student to appropriate sources
of information. which can answer..
his questions about areas of
study and fields of work, careers
and professions.
Career Counseling groups
meet once a . week for four
weeks. New groups are formed
on an on-gling basis. Interested
students can sign up for one of
these group·s a
· t the Counseling
Office, 360 Park Avenue so·uth,
Room 1735. Monday through
Friday, 9: 00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
725-4458.

Theatre:

Something New

and filming. The other was i
The tour of J.W.T. was im
s
pressive. The building at 4 2 0 . reel of Thompson's newe
commercials for Ford Thuri
Lex. is an old one, and Thomp
derbird,
Listermint,
?up,
Burge
son has been there over 3 0
King (a client acquired just i
years.
Walking around the several few months ago), and severe!
others.
ads. This means preparing a spacious floors owned by the
The students would like ·ti
portfolio. Of course, a student agenc_y, one- noticed a large
thankGerry Scorse, Corinrii
amount
of
valuable
artwork.
who has never worked in an ·
Gillick, and the whole agenc·
agency wouldn't have any One unusual item was a giant
for
an
intere s t,i ng an,
finished ads, but he or she beam made of thousands of
educational afternoon.
pieces of metal type that-was
, should try to make 'this port
All advertising students a•n
folio as profe ssional a s used for ads. On peeking into
several executives' offices invited to submit suggestion
possible.
as
to what trips, activities, d
Competition is tough, but ·many beautiful pieces of anspeakers they would like tli,
real talent always manages to tique furniture were .observed.
Advertising
Society to arrange
Students passing an exhibit
find a place. Try starting out in
Also, if anyone is interested i
a smaller agency, where it oi photographs found that they .
writing copy for magazines ari
might be easier to obtain a job. w e re created by Kodak,
T.V., or preparing a merchari
Good recommendations help, another Thompson client.
dising
plan, tine .club is now I
After visiting the public
from teachers and from people
you· m ight. know i n the relations, research, media, the process of preparir:ig fc
traffic, and several creative the Americ a n Advertisin
business:
annual .ad
Federa tion's
Another suggestion made by departments (which to the
Gerry was to choose Liberal surprise of many looked like vertising · competition, to 1::5
Arts courses carefully. Try ordinary offices), they we're held at F.I.T. on April 23. Th
taking. another l anguage, taken into a screening room product is Frito-Lay's Roi
Gold Pretzels. Bring your idea
because the large ad agencies where two films were shown.
have branches throughout the · The first film was on the to meetings, every Thursday 1
1 2:00, Room 743, 2 6 th S
world,·and as jobs open up you making of a ?up commercial from writing, through casting building.
will be more desirable.
_

On Getting· Into Law School
By DAVID TICHTI N

On Thursday, February 24th, Those who do get in, he said,
the Law Society held its first usually have two things: ex
meeting 9f . the semester. The cellent grades (above 3.00) and
meeting, which was attended by high scores on the Law School
a large crowd, featured Baruch's Admissions Test (above 600). In
own Professor Edward Rothman, adclition, most school now
who spoke on "All you ·ever require a bacealaureate degree
wante_d to know about getting as a prerequisite.
jnto law school but were afraid - '· Most law students attend one
to ask."
of the 1,63 accredited law
According to Pr.ofessor Roth scliools in the U.S. For those
man, there were approximately students denied admission to
122,000 applications for 34,000 these school, Professor Roth
places open in law schools last man suggests the pt!,§iblity of
year, making the chances of ad going to a non-accredited
· in
four.
mittance
about
school. These schools have few

if any requirements for a<
mission, bui they have a maj<
drawback in that their graduatE
may only sit for the bar exam i
the srate in which the school
located.
One 'question in everyorie
minds, was what subject f
major _in prior to going to la
school. Professor RothmaA sa,
that while pre-law stu0en·
us,u ally major in Politic;
Science, Publid Administratio
History, or related subjects, r
wpuld advise students to pick

That's the cry we u.suall-y hear
following midterm exams when
that "B". you· expe.cted turned
into a "D" or worse.

can do it." The three presen
Something new and in tations will,be in separate areas
of
the theatrics, i.e. dance,
teresting i.s h·a ppening i n
Baruch. It's the Baruch Theatre playwriting, .and drama with
each
. workshop working fairly •
for the Performing Arts. This
club will have 3 reperatory work independenly of each other.
If yo-u fancy yourself a Billy 0.
shops, one in dramatics, dance
(featuring modern interpretive, Willliams, or Clark Gable type,
or
a Cicely .Tyson or Greta
· ballet and African). The third
workshop will be 'in pl?ywriting Garbo, or see Robin Seldrich or
and staging, wnich will expose Donal Higgin§ from 4:30 to 8:30
the often times hidden talents of in room ·527. The first meeting
our Baruc·h community i n for the eve,:iing session will be
on Tuesday from ·5 to 8 p.m. in
creative writing.
This club is being formed by the 26th Street lounge on the
fifth
floor.
Baruch Evening Students for
Baruch Evening Students. It will
be the first enterprise of this
kind showcasing· Baruch talent
in the evening session. Mem
bership requirements are just a
Mr; Donal Higgins
genuine interest in any of the
Ariy undergraduate students
above
mentioned
areas. who have not as yet applied for
46 East 26th Street
President Phil Settles states TAP and BEOG awards have· an
that, "He hopes that this club opportunity to apply for these
will develop the theatrical sense aids. T he deadline for: Room 527
TAP & CAP: March 31, 1977
of the Baruch Community." He
BEOG: March 15, 1977
hopes to put on 3 club presenHours: 4:00 p.m. to 10:00
tations by the club members this Applications for these aids are
semester. When asked if this still available in the Finaricial
was a realistic goal, he said, "If ,Aid. Office located at 155 East
my pE£<!iR�'.c1r.¢'�'$itrce-i.e:titilfri·�;�'\'�·i�oi'iSY1f�:i-.'\I\Q\:i1!\.�Q,5}\,\�:.v:.'.' '.'.'.'·.'.'-'-'-'-'· -'-'.'.'.•.•:•_•'.'. •' '!' '' ,·,:·,: J'i"f'.,:-1:,·.,:.i-',y,�,:,a�'
By JANIC E WILLIAMS

TAP-BEOG
Deadline

� (Continued on Page a

· You ean ehanie all that. And we
can help. Sigma Alpha D�lta
Chapter is offering tutorial
ser,·iees in any sub_iect. And th�
first 2 hours, per subject,, iwr
·wee.k are t�REE . . lust apply ·i(II
person to:

p.m.
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Purim: A Jewish HOiiday
By CHARLES NASSOFER
and devis!,ld means to receive
Purim is a Festival of costume · more honor. He developed a
=3.nd revelry. Purim is the Feast scheme against Mordecai, the
c1f Lots commemorating the Jew, and his people. Through
_;aving of the Jewish People in craft he obtained the privilege to
:;ersia 516 B.C.E. The Jewish destroy all the Jews in Persia
?eople's destruction was plan; King Ahasuerus.
-,ed by Haman, Prime Minister of
Private Camps:
-�ing Ahasuerus of Persia. He
::hose the 14th day of Adar by.
-�asting. lots.

When this decree had gone
out, Mordecai rent his clothes
and put on ashes of mourning.•
He told Queen Esther to go
before the King to win the
freedom. from his decree for her
people. The Queen made a feast

Good Summer Jobs

. The story of Purim is told in
'.he Megillah of Esther, which is
.e
ad on the morning and
?
t !Venir;ig,of Purim.. It is the story
,f how Haman planned to have
111 the Jewish peo,ple in Persia
dundered and killed. Haman
. ianned tor Mordecai a special
leath on gallows he had built.

I

The King is Shushan, the
-·apital of Persia was King
·1h·asuerus. During his reign, the
ing chose from among' the
,omen of his kingdom ope to be
·tis Queen. He chose Esther who
,,as Mordecai's niece. With time
taman became more powerful

An estimated 12,000 sum
mer job_ opportunities at sum
mer camps will be available for
college students for the sum
m.e r of .19 7 7 . T h ere a r e
numerous· camps for children
of all ages located throughout
the entire nation. The heavies)
c on c e ntration of s u m m e r
· s and
camps a.re in mountainou
recreational areas.
Summer fob opport'unities in
clude counselors, swimming
instructors, riding instructors,
cooks and helpers and general ·
maintenance. In most op
portunities these jobs include
board and.room. In many cases

summer camp employment for
college s tudents will als o
provide additional credits.
Student job seekers are en
couraged to apply early. Over
3 0,000 -·additional job op
portunities for summer em
ployment exist at national
parks, _ guest r e s orts· a n d
recreational areas. Students
interested in obtaining ad
ditional· details on· student
assistance may request a free
brochure by sending a self
addressed stamped envelope
to Opportunity R e s e a r c h ,
Department SJO, Lock Box
4 000, Kalispell, M:r 59901.

Undergraduate Committee
To A ward Scholarships

nterested students should make
1pplication in writing to the
:ommittee. Applications are
vailable in the Financial Aid Of
ce, 155 East 24th SJreet, Room
05.
.Baruch
College
Alumni
1 ssociation Scholarship
Several annual schoiarships
f not more than $400 each to
raduating seniors at Baruch
ollege who plan to do
r:aduate Work at an accredited
allege or university.

Selection of Recipients
Candidates for these awards
re selected on the basis of their
:::ademic achievement, extra
Jrricular activities, and relative
eed. There are no restrictions
, to the major cour,se that the
udent is pursuing.
Award
, Usually four awards of $400

Scholarship
Applications
Students interested . in ap
yi n g
for
any
of
the
:holarships awarded by the
Scholarship
ndergraduate
ommittee -should pick up an
�plication form in the Financial
l:J Office, 155 East 24th Street,
_)Om ?05.
•
applications
(c;ompleted
19uld be returned to the Finan
al Aid Office no later than
arch 30,. :1977.

Career Counseling
ill your career a matter of
1ance or choice? How do you
J9ide now what your future
!iii be? What should influence
1u? What does influence you?
·,; you want h'elp in evaluating
.BH skills, lnterelit.s, and
;lues and adding them up to
-ike a career decision that
��es sense for you, sign up
r one of the . Career Counllng Workshops offered . by
a Counsellng Office, 360 Park
;amie South, Room 1735.
Yhe workshops will meet
=ice a week for four weelcs. All
_!)ups are led by tra,lned coun
ior,s who are members of the
1unsellng Office staff. Come
i .=ir phone (725-4458) Monday
sr-;;ugh Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 4:30
""· to sign up. ·A:11 groups. are
· !�i:i��ry _
conf�_e!!I!�:.

��«!

each.
2. Robert C. Weaver Incentive
Scholarship.
An . annual award to an out
standing senior who plans to en
ter government service, for
study in a graduate program.
Selection of Recipients
Candidates for this award are

solicited from the Departments
of Economics, Statistics, and
Political Science.
Award
One $500 award.
3. New York Bank for Savings
Scholarship
awards,
cash
Annual
(Continued on Page 7 )

in which she invited both the
King and Haman. At the banquet
she asked the King for the life
and the lives of her·people. She
told that Haman was the man
who plotted this wickedness
against the Queen. King
Ashasuerus realized that Esther
was a Jewess and that this plan
of Haman endangered the life of
his favorite Queen, and was
greatly enraged.
Haman _f ell upon Queen
Esther, for his life. This greatly
angered the Queen who ordered
that Haman be' hung on the
gallows he built for Mordecai.
Any order sealed with the
Kings seal cannot be repealed.
A new order was issued that on
the 14th the Jews of Persia, from
India to Ethiopia should defend

their lives and property. The
celebration of this is com
memerated in the Holiday of
Purim.
Purim occurs this year on
·Friday, March 4. There will be
celebrptions
in
m-a ny
Synagogues as it is a time for
merry making, for eating and
drinking. The day before Purim
is the Feast of Esther, when the
Queen had to go before the King
without being summoned.
Because Friday night is Shab
bos there will probably be many
parties planned for Saturday
night. These will probably be
costume parties with people
dressing up as characters of
Mordeci'a, Haman, Esther and
King Ahasuerus.

a9

'£here IS a difference!!!
PREPARE FOR:

�\.�

MCAT• DAT• LSAT• SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of rnsr
,ng know-how lhat enables us to offer the besr preparar,on
avaif3bfe, no matter which course is takefl. Over 38 years
of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses t_hat are constantly up
dated. Permanent centers open days. evenings & week
ends all year. Complete tape facilities for review of class
lessons <!nd for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups
for missed lessons at our centers.

ECFMG • FLEX

!

NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Brooklyn
Manhattan

i::;;:::::

. .
.

Flexible Programs & Hours

�:::::�::�
ou�!����,�,��,: 800-221-9840
I

.

..212-336-5300
.212-838,4454

Cen!e1\ •ti M,1I01 US Crlte� an(I luaano, Sw111erIano

�
llf§t

SJc� -H
KIIP N

FrnuCATI���� ;�����;,:�
TEST PREP�����J�
SPECIAL:STS SINCE 1938

When do you say Budweiser®?
D When I'm thinking
about girls.
D When I'm trying to
meet girls.
D When I'm wondering
where in the world
all the girls are.
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Staff ............ .John Chamberlain, Thomas DiPasqua,

At last, taking accountancy at
Baruch. Understandably the lec
ture in the auditorium is well at
tended to hear Prof. Sydney Feld
disc·uss the assets, liabilities
equities, and all the rest.
Fifty-nine students jammed
into a miniscule room, number

742, is an absolute disgrace.
The ironic situation developed
apparently out of the goodness
of · the professor's heart. An
overtally was created. The resu It
is rather chaotic, considering
the tremendous disparity in
levels of comprehension of this

Ean Nugent, William Kennedy,
James Tavs, Jane Weintraub
Staff Photographers ....................Arnold Marshe,
David Tichtin, Bill Rotchford
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class, some of whom have not
completed remedial math or
have had high school math ten
years ago. Professor Piltzin is a
competent and sensitive in
dividual.
The class needs attention and
he is only one human being
wh'ose weight this semes_ter is
instructing this particular class.
The students want desperately
to learn to be accountants or
some perhaps may be taking the
course as a requirement to the
base curriculum. A suggestion
was made to see if the room
might be changed for one to
adequately ·house the class of
this size, only one student spoke
to the department chairman..
That person was this writer. I
continue to be astounded at the
level of apathy this institution
engenders. Don't you realize
nothing happens unless you
make it happen? There is no
reason that the rest of the class
of interested and concerned
students should have to suffer,
· not to mention Professor Piltzin,
just because. they are all too
. timid to make sufficient noise.
We have a right to an education.
We as students pay tuition
and shou Id not have to fight
over a seat or chair in this
current situation to obtain some
basic accountancy theory. When
asked if they wou Id accompany·
me en masse to the department
for relief and a -larger room,
several students replied af
firmatively, but a date could not
be arranged to· satisfy all.
Something has to be done
. soon to help this Accounting
1101, Section JVJ. Who will do
something? We neeo to breathe
so that the knowledge has an
opportunity to be absorbed.
Does the accounting department
care? Does Professor Piltzin?
Do the other students? Does Ad
ministration? If the responses to
each of these ·qu
· estions are
negative, what a sad com
m�ntary.
But I care. I respect myself
and my quest for a better life to
demand tolerable conditions in
this institutions of "higher
·learning." When receivable?
Current. or non-current asset?
Diana Williams

N.S.A. To Fight Cutbacks
from Page 1 I
The main issues were dealt
with in the workshops. The NSA
wants an increase in sup
plemental grants from 440,000 to
650,000 students. There shou Id
be an increase in the amount of
work study programs. Eighty
percent of work study programs
are done by day-time un
dergraduate students, more em
phasis should be placed on
work study for evening and
graduate students. Most of the
worksh·ops dealt with t h e
problems affecting the colleges
and universities in the country.
President Carter wants to main
tain the present NDSC funding
and if this occurs 500,000
students will receive NDSL
grarits instead of a proposed
830,000 students. The National
Student Association will lobby
vigorously on the capital for the
existence of evening students.
and will maintain a liaison with
local associations to keep us in
formed of all legislation that will
affect us.

(Continued

There will be reductions in

federal grants which may cause leadership is willing and,
a
student determined to lobby on the'
decrease
in
enrollment and we all have to "Hill" for more adequate fun
fight together to prevent more ding of programs and prop,e1·
cutbacks. As Congressman legislation ts9 aid highe;John Conyers (D-Michigan) . education. In order to gain wha·
stated in one of the discussion, is rightfully ours rn highe,
"we have to let our legislators education we have to fight th,
know that as a strong and cutbacks and legislation that af
unified body we can cast our feet us collectively. The war or r
ballots for those "who represent higher education has just t;iegui,
us and fight for the continuation and we of the Baruch com.
of higher education." The con munity have- to try and maintai;
ference, though it had its con the fundamental principles o
troversies· and disappointments, higher education, so togeth§
enlightened the delegates that we aspire together we wil
the NSA under its new achieve.

See Editorial Ii
, and get the
· Cold Facts�,
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.Women As· Ent.repreneurs

By DIANA WILLIAMS
her husband joined. her in
Six successful women won't business and Kranz became a
tell _you that lif; gave them partnership. Today the staff
anyth.ing - but they have a numbers five, ahd business is
corner on the market. The Fifth moving at a· brisk clip.
Floor Facu. lty Lounge was
Only six women graduated
filled, Mon. Feb. 28 at 3 p.m., from Baruch in 1962, Ms.
with mostly faculty and staff to Kranz the only one to obtain
absorb secrets and pearls of her C.P.A. ·Slie is the en
wisdom for the curious and trepreneur. "Time and maturity
soon to be inspired. Deans are neces·sary to build up
Berrol and Newhouse at relations with .attorneys and
tended, representing liberal bankers, sources of business
arts and business, Dean of for a C.P.A.," said Ms. Kranz.
Students, Jay Finkelman, ob ·"While still in training for the
served and had to exit, Dr. certification after graduation,
· Francis K. Barasch, on sab
take the exam promptly - that
batic·a1, was the honorary coat certificate is what makes the
•hanger: anyone who entered difference in getting one's foot
tt:ie lounge virtually had to trip in .the door and more imover her: surprise, surprise, . portanlly; obtaining that
unfortunately,
her
c o n client."
ver.sati ons with incoming
Ms. V_ictoria Pellegrino, a
guests often interrupted the
1965 graduate of American
train of concentration of panel
University, Washington, D.C.,
· members· according to .a chan
international affairs, worked as
nel nine WOR-TV reporter, but -a secretary for quite a while
what's one feisty interruption an<:l · never fit into a niche.
· ·among old a
. cquaintances?
Writing was what she felt she
Baruch could do. Eventually after
of
President
Dr. working for Pagent Magazine,
Women's C ommittee
Miriam Sidran introduced the making half what her male
various speakers an<:l read coworker. earned for doing the
credits· for the program's exact same work, she felt she
energizers. Acting President was fortuante learning a trade
Mintz made a few brief and gaining experience. Her
remarks.
choice was limited and she
Ms. Diane Kranz, CPA, 1962 was fired when the magazine
alumna of Baruch, work-ed for changed ownership. Thinking it
about ten y e ars before was now o r n ever, Ms.
deciding to try consulting on Pellegrino began tentatively
her own. Within two years striking out on freelance
business had increased so that assignments and eventually
she had to expand. Eventually commiting herself to co-

authoring a book on How to
Overcome '
Depression,
•something she had to battle
continuously. She· ·now runs
workshops in self-improvement
and resume writing and in
· training
terview
and
confidence building in between
her speaking engagements.
Ms. Pellegrino seemed to
forget she was addressing an
assemblage,
undergraduate
and most present get to
cocktail parties infrequently to
say the least, so much .of. her
humor and advice might have
been inappropriate for the
group. However, in response to
a question, "How does one
make connections while still a
student ?", Ms. Pellegrino
replied,."ln.dofng a term p.aper
or research, go out and in
terview that editor or executive
and make an appointment for
30 minutes (careful of valuable
time) and have your questions
prepared. Prior to making that
appointment, do research so
that you will be informl;!d suf
ficiently to ask spontaneous
questions, should an op
portunity arise. In other words,
don't be an automaton, be
prepared to interact with
another person. At the same
time, give a good impression of
yourself and voila, entry."
Other good points made:
question your value system
and be aware ·of your goals,
m a k e 'few e n e m i es ,
be
scrupulous and be available,
cultivate connections.

The next speaker, a most
irigenious and warm individual,
Lorna Opatow graduated in
1952 from Temple University
with a B.B.A. in Economics and
at
since
that
time,
postgraduate coeducation was
out of the question, Ms.
Opatow decided business was
where she wanted to be, so
she pretty much decided on
being an economics advisor to
a Presi·dent of the United
States. Economists- were tight
in that area and the decision to
become involved in market
research presented a slight
problem to Ms. . Opatow who
had a first position at Monroe
in Philadelphia. She learned
how to write in business, an in
valuable experience. In an in
terview, she replied ·y es, she
knew how to design a
(Sociology),
questionnaire

knew statistics and how to
conduct a sampling· and some
other questions. She got the.
assignment and later learned it
was because she was the feast
expensive c andidate. She
never regretted the ex
perience. Twenty years later,
Ms. Opatow heads a highly
successful market research
firm.
New product development,
packaging and consumerism
(Continued on Page B)

*
*
*

Read Faster

Increase speed:.!. 10 times
with equal or better comprehension
-Wisk through "Must readings
Gather information as quickly
as you can turn pages
Call Now For
Conven1en1 Metro0O111an AreJ locations
& Spnng - Summer Sched1lles

------------,--------�------

Speed Rea-ding Plus - Division
Test Preparation Cenlers. Inc.
(212)769-1076

·'1 APRIL 1527DEADLINE
Italian Medical and Veterinary

Schools Accept American Students

Medical and veterinary school aspirants who are thinking of applying to Jtalian medi
cal schools, and their families, must act immediately. New Italian government regula
tions require that preinscrip!ion applications be filed with Italian Consulates before
April 15, for consideration for medical and veterinary school admission in 1977.
27 distinguished Jtalian medical schools accept Americans. Several hundred Ameri
cans now are studying at Italian medical and veterinary schools. Medical. dental and
veterinary school aspirants who need assistance in language and cultural orienta
tion and preparation before, during and atter medical school to enable the practice of
medicine in the U.S.. should contact the Institute of ln!e.rna!ional Medical Education.
The Institute has helped more Americans enter European medical and veterinary
schools than any other organization. Advanced placement for holders of science
post-graduate degrees.

II
I ______

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
3 E. 54 St., New

Credit And
Scholarship. Tips

specialization t:ias been in effect
If, by the end of June 1977,
you have 78 credits and have · since September 1975 and ap
plies to all specializations, in
• r-iot .filed a specialization card,
cluding Public Accountacy.
you will'not.receive registration
The
Committees on Academic
material for Fall, 1977. This
Standing have consistently
ruling, which was approved by
the faculty of the three Schools refused to allow students to
graduate with an overall quality
in Spring 1976, applies to all
point count of -1 and is now ap
specializations includi�g Public
plying · this ·rule to all
Accountancy.
Filing a specialization' card specializations.
It would make sense to
does not, however, lock you into
seriously consider a change in
a major. If after a month, a term,
a year or more, you change your your major or a change in your
study habits when, after several
mind, the 'tiling of a new
specialization card, even if it is courses, your average is below a
in another major simply voids C. to wait too long means that
the previous choice. There are you m,;iy delay your graduation.
Assess your chances of success
not fees involved and n.o
. penalties attached to changing in your major as realistically as
you can based upon your past
your major.
performances.
1he value of such early filing
In determining if you have an
is tremendous. Firstly, the
departments will now have a appropriate average, only grades
earned at Baruch are counted.
more accurate count of their
majors and will be able td' Who get to take Accounting
5321?
estimate more intelligently what
In order to be eligible to take
the demand for advanced
Auditing, the capstone course in
cou�ses will be.
the
Public
Accountan. c y
Secondly, · the student is
protected from ch.anges that specialization, the faculty of the
approved
might be made in
the School of Business
.
specialization curriculum at a the following ,in Fall 1976:
1
Students
must
have
a 2.3 in
later date. Since departments
aie always seeking to !Jpgrade dex' in 11 credits of accounting
and
their courses taken at Baruch.
improve
2. He must have completed
specializations, it has been
found in the past that students Acc. 4305 and 3311.
3. The grade in Acc. 4306 will
wlio had not filed such cards
prior to their senior year were no longer be used in th.e
calculation
of the index to
A<DW faced with a completely dif
determine eligibility for Acc.
fereAt set of requirements.
Scholarshlp Requirements tor 5321. •
Both private and public ac
Graudallon.
A student must not only have counting majors must have a 2.0
a C or 2.0 average in all his work average in the specialization in
taken at Baruch but he must order to be graduated.
All accounting majors must
have a C or 2.0 average in his
specialization. Tl:lis r,u, le ..for . ,file. �p�cialization cards.
_

��

::--

Last year, the story_of their
early years won 11 Emmys.
Now,see them in their-White House years.
One of the most celebrated events on television last year was
the story of Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt in their early
years. Now, Jane Alexander and Edward Herrmann continue
their portrayals of the Roosevelts in "Eleanor and Franklin:
The White House Years:' Don't mi$S it.

'Eleanor and Franklin:TheWhite HouseYears'
Sunday,March 13,8PM.on WABC-TV-Channel 78roug111 to you by

IBM.

I

i
York 10022 • (212) 832-2089 _______
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SPINNAKER

Besides. taking medicine was
being.· Who is your ship's
always easier when dispensed physician?"
by a grandmother rather than a
"I hadn't planned on one. Our
•
doctor. She was a fully qualified
computer has more medical
physician.
knowledge than any ten doctors
"I'll be honest with you, Miss and can handle any situation. I
Cook. I can see three reasons 1 had planned to bring on a
why I should not -give Clare sociologist who could analyze
permission to go with you. I can,
new civilizations to give us
in all fairness. understand why
some idea of how they tick."
both _you and she would want
"I can't accept your· second
her to make this journey. So, if and third answers. No computer
you can overcome them, you will is good enough to be a little
By PAUL SCHWARTZ .
gain my permission."
girl's friend nor is a computer
Part Seven: Doctor Harris
"Fair en:ough, what are your
good enough to be a doctor, I
"So .basically, that's the objections?"
don't care what it has in its
story," said Blanche.· "Clare's
"First, her education. While
memory banKs. Doctoring calls
ability to hear. radio without
she may know one subject, I am
for a ·human touch. Without it,
equipment could be invaluable not happy with her progress in
you're reducing your crew to
in certain situations. Not only others."
components in a machine. I
"Clare will be taught by one of won't have it for Clare."
that, I have had her tested by
several radio and com the most advanced computers
The disappoin_tme.n t Blanche
munications experts. Despite ever made· and you can be sure
lelt was easily readable. on her
her slowness with other sub she will either study her lessons
face. She hadn't expected any
jects, she is one of the top ten or be deprived oi both com trouble from the doctor. Now it
people when. it comes to that municating or exploring. No, I
looked as if Clare would not be
subject. I want her as part of my agree with you. She'll study if 1- going. The doctor cleared her
crew. 1- have been through • have anything to· say about it throat and said, "Perhaps there
almost every child welfare-type and Captain of the ship, I have
is a way out of your difficulties."
agency in the Federation. What plenty to say."
"How?" asked Blanche.
"Good, secondly, · her in
it all boils down to is that I need
"My presence on board would
permission from you, Dr. Harris terpersonal relationships. There
solve both these objections.
· and Mrs. Rigby, as head of the will be no one her age nor
Clare would have someone
orphanage. With these two anyone she ·is familiar with. All
around with whom she is
· pe(missions, as it w·ere, the way alone, with no one but five other familiar and your crew .,.;ould
will be clear for Clare to come strangers--is rather traumatic for
have a doctor instead of a
Clare. When you add the fact
with me."
machine."'
Dr. Carrie Harris leaned back that she is trapped jn a ship with
"I really wish I could but I've
in her chair an.d glanced over only a transporter beam' as a
already rigged the ship ·10 carry
her old-fashioned · glas$eS at way out, it does not sound ·like.
five crew members.' A sick bay
Blance. Dr. Harris was not as old the best situation.'.'
. isn't· difficult since all the
as she appe;red, being only in
"Clare ·,is already my friend
med'ical equipment is already dn
her late 40's. However, her and has reached a close
board, but I won't have a cabin
pre_maturely gray hair, spec relationship with the ship's com
for you. I've already recruited 9-II
tacles and antique way of puter. The other members of my
my other people with the ex
dressing made most of the crew have not met each other
ception of Clare and the
children ·think of her as some yet. Clare will be as·much of a sociologist. Qnce I ·have them,,
sort of grandmother figure. She stranger to them as they will be
had adopted•this pose purposely to her. Starting off eveh that way
in order to give the orphal'ls should minimize that difficulty."
"Thirdly, her physical well-familia,ity with older people.
Our Story so Far

In attempting to put her crew
together, Blanche Cook has come
across and decided to recruit a
twelve-year-old orphan who
po�sesses the amazing ability to
hear radio in her head, without
special receiving equipment. Blan:
che has gone to the orphanage in
the hopes of convincing the
authorities of permitting the little
girl to go with her.

Dept. of M_arl_teting -

Spring ·1977_

Make-Up,
Qualifying. and
Ex-emption
E.xams
DATE-Wednesday,
March 23rd
-1M
....... _.,,..O PM '
I:•-.:"
I

Rm. 1008, 26th St
8:00 PM·,Rm� 814; 26th St

I'm set."
"Are you a graduate of
Starfleet Academy?"
"Yes, I am."
"While · there did you use a
Contacting
entitled
text
Civilizations by Carrie and Carl
Rider?"
"Certainly, it's a standard
work in ·establishing relations
with differe·nt civilizations. It ap
proaches the problem from a
sociological,
psychological,
commercial and several other
ways. If I couldn't get the.

. sociologist I wanted, I was•
going to try to find the Ryde_rs. I
figure they're off on an9ther.ex
pedition. If not, I'm going to
make them an offer."
"Don't bother, Carl Ryder died
on his last expedition. His wife
Carrie returned to earth tp
become a ghysician in an
·orphanage. Now, close your
mouth. I have been wanting to
return to space for. some time,
and yes, I will be glad to sign
on.· When is departure?"
"You? You're Carrie Ryder-?·
No question, if you are who you
say you are, departure can be
accomplished just ·as soon as
the crew · is assembled and you
and Clare are now part of the
crew."

Career Counseling Groups
Career cou·nseling is now
available at times and loca)ions
convenient for ev(;!ning and
graduate students. St-a rt,i n_g
March 14th and continuing for
four weeks, small groups will
meet with an experienced Ie·ader
to discuss the dynamics of
choosing and, perhaps more im
portantly, changing a career. This
is · an exciting opportunity to
discover what you're really good
at, interested in, and really want
to do. Groups will meet on Mon-

day, Tuesday, Wedne·sday,
Thursday and Friday nights from
6:00 to 7:00. If this schedule is
not convenient, gr-oups are held
during the day, or individual
se_ssion can be arranged. For
'further information call 725-4458
during the day and 725c3385
during the evening, o'r sign up at
the Counseling Office (Room.
·1735, 360 Park Avenue South) or'
Room 527 26tt:l Street Center. Do
it now!

!C�?,�::� ;;:::::J�!: ����::: : ::: !�E ·tl
·:-:

!_::;·_ !: _

Similar low rates to all other major destinations.
Must be booked at least 45-days earlier.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

SUCCESS. TRAVEL SERVICE
(Member Amer. Soc. Qf Travel Agents)

51 East 42nd St. (near Madison Ave.), NYC
...

Days {except Sat. & Sun.): (212) 867-0580

:: :: : : : : :::: : :Eves.
: :;: : :&: : :Sun.':
:: :: : :: : :(212)
:: : : ; : : :;:;:;:;:;:;.;.;: : : : : : : :::;:;: :::::
: : : :=:=:::: : : ::Fri.
: : ::: : ::: :{except
: :: ;:;: :: :865-9378

. !REWARD!
$4.00 per hour

Baruch ,College �ill offer a reward of
$4.00 per hour to those students willing
. -and able to provide tutorial help in any
subject, particularly Advanced
�ccounting, Statistics, Math and
Economics.
. How to Quam�·: An .. ,1,� in an�· sub.iN·t ..x•-c-pt
_.\,•,•ountinJf and ,1ath. wh,•r.. a ··B'' is au-,�..ptahh•.
Wh_.r_. to .\pply: In P'-"rson to Donal Hi�ins.,
·16 East' 26th Str....t. R'fmm Z.�7.
. 4 :00 p.m. to I 0:00 p.m.
\\.h ..n to Apply: �ow, twf,�r_. midh•rms!

. Students may elect.
to come at either time.

\\·h_.n to Tutor: Anytim_. mutually ,mn,· ..ni..nt
to :nm.and ,·our studt•nts.

Films:
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A Look At Horror Movies

By WILLIAM KENNEDY
Over the past decade there
have been 3 horrror films made
in Hollywood. that have suc
ceeded in influencing prai;;tically
all later entries into that genre.
The first, was the underground
classic Night of the Living Dead.
second.
P olanski's
The
Rosemary's Baby. And finally,
William Friedkin's adaptation of
Blatty's novel. The Exorcist.
Films labeled horror, suspense
or fantasy are spending more
and more time in conc·entrating
on the demonic aspects of·
possession or. in depicting the
more unnatural aspects of
necrophilia.
The Sentinel can trace ·its
roots not only to the 1 above films
but, further back to several of
Hollywood's more prominent
film fantasies. Overall, it is a
weak film with little or nothing
to distinguish it from past or
future entries.
A highly successful fashion
model, driven by mental fatigue
and the need to escape from the
memories of her past, decides to
move out on her own. She is led
to an apartment by a real estate

agency. There. she begins to
meet her. new neighbors who
gradually unnerve her. Com
plaining to the agent. she is then
told that, except for an elderly
pri·est (the top floor occupant
and title characte!r). she is the
only_ tenant in that building.
Further probings by the girl's
boy friend reveal:
l) The -neighbors she claims to
have met were all convicted .:_
and. executed - murderers!
'2) The Catholic Dioceses of
N.Y. owns the b'uilding.
3) That the buildimg is the
gateway between heaven and
hell. Also that the Sentinel
placed there to keep watch is
there as punishment for his
having committed suicide
during his earth bound life.
4) That the model, Alison Parker,
as a result of her having. at
tempted suicide as a teenager.
has been chosen to be the next
Sentinel.
To begin with: The opening
sequence in which one of the
priests
seems
to
sense
something is wrong . with the
Sentinel is in no way as
elaborate as in The Exorcist ·

Scholarship Awards

when Father Merrin, standing history.
on the edge of the desert.
Perhaps, what sets the Sen
realizes from the sound of the tinel apart is the decision to
wind that the devil has ·entered make the church, rather than the
the world again.
devil, the force of manipulation.
.The disposition of the girl, This is why Arthur Kennedy (no
Alison: her vulnerability to the relation) as Father Franchino
past, her- rush into the unknown has the best role in the film.
(to death of a sort) to escape
Despite his portraying the title
from it and an unstated roly, John Carradine is nothing
suggestion of her psychic more than "window dressing."
reception, are reminiscent of
The general tendency in the
Julie. Harris' character Eleanor Sentinel· is to underact.
in Robert Wise's The Haunting
Christina Raines, -as Alison
(1963). Needless to say, the 1 Parker, is pretty to look at and,
image of the neighbors as a is not quite as bad as fellow
coven ·of witches a l a model-turned-actress
Jessica
Rosemary's Baby ...
Liinge was in King Kong.
The Sentinel, as a SlJiCide,
However, in no way can Ms.
comes from a film of some 30 Raines turn The Sentinel into a
years ago entitled Between Two
one-woman show as Sissy
Worlds (1943) in which those Spacek did with Carrie. Chris
who commit �uicide · spend
eternity on ships which tran
spor_t the newly deqd to their
place of judgem·ent.
Naturally, the film is saving its
big shock for the end. In this
case, the souls from hell can
roam loose while the Sentinels
By JULIE GEFFKE
are being changed. They at
What do the Village Voice, The
tempt to make Alison kill herself New York Times, Baruch College
and, thus. join them. The and Sigma Alpha Delta have in
sequence is highlighted by the common? They've all been
use of real-life "freaks" to play touched yb talent - the talent
the damned souls. At this point, embodied in one, Gary Blake,
the Sentinel manages to Assistant Professor, Department
"o utgross"
the
Exorcist. of-Speech.
However, the first use of this
Professor Blake, recently-elec
device, 45 years ago by Director ted Faculty Advisor for Sigma
Tom Browning when real-life Alpha Delta, is a free-lance
freaks were used as a circus at writer who's a long way from the
traction, made the film "Freaks"
University of Wisconsin, where
a venerable classic. It's closing he received his undergraduate
sequence, with the freaks degree in Speech and Theatre
walking, crawling or slithering and completed his graduate
across a field in the dead of training in Dramatic Literature.
night during a thunderstorm, He holds a Ph.D. from CCNY in
their misshapen shapes and Theatre.
their weapons silhouetted by
A believer in the pleasure
flashes of lightening as they principle, Professor Bl a�e
seek revenge up�n a man and focuses his writing on the
woman who have tormented worldly _delights of fine cuisine,
them, has lost none of its impact inspiring literature, theatre and
and remains one of the most the best pecan pie on the
vivid moments in horror film

Sarondon is much more wooden
than his part must call for him to
be. Burgess Meredith, as one of
the neighbors, is somewhat
disappointing,
especially after
.
the fine .performance he turned
in for Rocky. And even Eli
Wallach, _as Inspector Gatz,
could not create the minor im
pression that Lee J. Cobb did
with a similar role in the
Exorcist. As for Ava Gardner
and Jose Ferrer,...Well, it's one
more case of an actor (actress)
·who picked the wrong picture in
which to attempt a comeback.
As -I have said before, the film
is weak in terms of acting, direc
tion and "execution" (no pun in
tended). To be avoided while
still showing in first-run movie
houses at first-run prices.
Next week: two more films not
worth being seen while they are
running in a couple of the most ex
pensive movie houses in N. Y.C.

Sigma Alpha's
New Advisor

/

eastern seaboa·rd (Virginia
Beach). His literary con
,tributions include such notables
as Harper's, Travel & Leisure and
The New York Times Book Review.
What of his new role as
Faculty Advisor for Sigma Alpha
Delta? To quote Professor
Blake, he is "one voice in
many." And, he's a very
welcome voice at that!

scholarship and e_xtra-curricular
activities. Financial need and
letters of recommendation may
also be considered.
Award
EXPERT
One annual $100 award.
TYPIST
Sec/ection of Recipients
7. Samuel and Irving Weinstein
• -Candicta.tes
. tor this award are· S'cholarship Fund
AVAILABLE
solicited from the Economics
At least one scholarship,
Will do your term papers,
Department.
given annually to a needy and
resumes, essays, etc. Fast,
worthy
undergraduate
or
Award
neat, accurate. Fine results.
graduate student majoring in
The award ·may be made to
Aid in grammar and com
Accounti'ng or Taxation at
one or more students.
po�dtion if needed.
Baruch College to assist in
CALL JU 2-4240
4. Boosters' Scholarship
meeting educational costs, in
An Annual grant of $100 to a cluding tuition and other fees,
ASK FOR:
sophomore who has completed textbooks, suppliers and living
TYPING SERVICE
two semester at Baruch College expenses.
and no less than 30 credits.
. Selection of Recipients
Selection of Recipients
Candidates for this award are
s·eiection is based on high so.licited from the Department of
school average and first year Accoun.ting.
college cumulative average.
Award
Award
The Award is given to one or
One $100 awa'rdi
more students per year.
8. Irving Weins tein Trust Fund
5. . Becker Family Scholarships
Scholarship
Four annual scholarships.
Awarded annually to one r-r
Three to fuil time undergraduate
more
worthy undergraduates c
juniors, one from each of the
graduates
majoring in Ac
schools (Business and Public
Administration; Liberal Arts. and counting, Taxation, or Business
Administration.
Sciences; and, Eudcation}, who
Selection of Recipients
have completed at 'least 24
Candidates for this award are
credits at Baruch College. The
solicited from the Chairman of
f.ourth award is to a· full-time
graduate student in .the School the Accounting Department.
Award
of Business and• Public Ad
The award is given to one or
ministration who has completed
more students per year.
at least 24 credits of graduate
9.
The David Picker Award.
work.
One or more scholarships
Selection of Recipients
The primary criterion for these given annually to deserving un
awaras is academic excellence. dergraduate and/or graduil,te
students, who are pursuing
In situations where .this cannot
studies at Baruch College in the
be the sole determining factor,
field· of public administration
the Committee may request
materials pertaining to financial and/or business administration.
Selection of Recipients
need and letters of recom
Candidates for this award are
men d'a t ion from teaching
solicited from the D_epartment of
faculty. Candidates are solicited
Public Administration.
fr<l>m the respective school
Award
department
deans
and
The award is given to one or
chairmen.
more
students per year.
. Award
Four awards of at least $400 1o. Dean of Students Grand and
Loan Fund Scholarship
each.
Awarded to a junior.
6. Class of '49 Scholarship Fund
Selection of Recipients
An award to a graduating
Candidates for the award are
senior who plans to do graduate
selected on the b asis of
work at an accredited college or
academic achievement and
university.
relative need.
Selection of Recipients
Award
Candidates for the award are
' eu··::!l, ==::...;....-.,;;,..,...;,.......-.r,.+,--'
· --=-_,_
- -.L• _,_, .L• .,_
• .,_, L•· ''-'-'''-'''-''-':..,,' · •.J:•.i"cl:.�c1:,1:�.f.,.,;.,· J::i�L""-.l:.�-l!:a"·.!C"''L'w·r,_j·:,:i·"·�-!J!.l"'.:J:"'.il·�One $3QQ .. aw ar-d... - - .. - � ....... �l:.·..:.·..:.·..:....:..· _- ..:..· ..:..· ..:..· .:_· .:_· =-· =-· ''--'''--'''--'''--'''--''-"-=· • ·s·e·iected ·.-cm -·1he- ·basis· of·
(Continued fro") Page 3)
aggrE;lgating $1,500 in all, to one
or more qualified and deserving
undergraduates majoring in
Banking and Finance.

The E.S.S.A.
_vvill be holding
a 111eeting
on Thursday,_ March 11,
at 9:30 PM
in.Room 509,
26th Street Building
All members
are urged to atte-,d.
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Women As Entrepreneurs
(Continued from P.age 5)

are significant areas to be con
sidered. "Women, be stubborn!
Th at means, be liev,e
in
yourself. lf- you are looking for
an interview or assignment or
position and you have to see
ten people, and there is a
negative response, be aware
you
have
to
· nave
perseverence. You might have
to canvass one hundred
. prospects, or two hundred.
Don't give up, or abandon
hope."
Ms. Opatow suggested, "Do
what's best for you, work with
knowledgeable
. ·people."
"Learn how to learn while at
the university level so you will
be equipped to creatively
resp·ond to the universe out
THERE."
Ms. Pamela Loren, a former
Ballenciaga model, holds
bachelors
mast'ers
and
degrees in Sociology arid
Languag�s from Columbia and
Madrid. The fi(m she originated
is international in financial
consultation,
economics,
\echnology and investment
services. Her presentation was
dramatic and poetic, every
word measured and timed and
practiced _and very s·moo.th. It
seemed butter would not melt
in he·r mouth. An extremely
capable
and
determined
woman, Ms.. Loren stressed
"the significance for an
achiever/entrepreneur to know
your limits, have a sense of op
portunities,
be
able
to
discriminate, develop- areas of
self, evaluate and scrutinize
and do your homework and
background
research
gathering to make realistic ap
praisals and judgments. BE
RESILIANL.adaptation is the
.key to life," Ms. Lor-en's com'ments
were
laced ·with
q,\Jotations of Thoreau. Other
words of wisdom included
"Don't fear dee ision: risk shed
ding responsibility. Take
calculated risks. Power wields
ambition.· Retain sense of
ridiculous/humor. Stress and
anxiety are energizers in a
business environment. The
highs emanating from· power
are better. than any drug, but
remember to make time for
yourself. Have discipline to
stop within limits." U-n
fortunately,
Ms.
Loren's
measured commentary seemed
a bit too weighty and un
detached
spontaneou s
somehow. So much of what
she contrib.u ted made a
powerful impact ·on the
audience, since she referred to
her achievements and ex
peri(:!nces first hand, and on
and on and on.
The next speaker, Ms, Reva
Calesky, founder o( Femini!,t
Financial Consultants, ad
mitted being a drop-out at six
teen, worked as a clerical
assistant and office manager,
decided to return to school and
complete a degree ·and onward
to nonmatriculated courses at
a number of institutions. Even
tually, Ms, Calesky moved up
the ranks as controller of a
Seventh Avenue operation
forced
growth
whose
manageme_n t
to
�xpand
operations and restructure
orgar,iz?tion to include a male
financial executive and ex
clude Ms, Ca)esky. The period
initially represented a time for
crafts and the humanities and
the joy- of being a student,
unencumbered with business
world, After a year and one
half, Ms. C a l esky· began
thinking about· women who

need to manage their finances,
the panelists and audience.
and she began Feminist Finan
Refreshments were served.
c ia I
Consultants.
Interestingly, these six
"Management above all else is
womeri represent millions of
the ke y,"
stressed Ms.
dollars in business· and con
C_alesky , "A crisis is a pivot
sultation time .. These ex
point that one recognizes one's
iraordinary women received no
choice over responsibilities in
fee for attending this even\. As
position." Ms. Calesky is a
was pointed out, time is
frequent lecturer and guest
crucial. Their time represented
speaker at Hunter College and
a learning experience for most
other organizations interested
of the aud
· ience.
in developing management
skills to take charge of their
An
unannounced
and
lives_. A degrees in business
deli·ghtful surprise wa·s M's.
administration is important.
Phyllis Lynd, a talented, peppy
Present also, Ms. Sally Ben
folksinger of intl:lrnational
der of the Small Business Ad
fame. Ms. Lynd played several·
m in istra tion, responded to · tunes using a guitar made
several questions from the
available for the occasion from
audience relative to the
Baruch's music department.
marginal 11 per cent of SBA Ms·. Lynd has a masters degree
loans to women beginning their
in music from Julliard, and has
own business in the •U.S. The
written songs to� movies and
woman representing WOR-TV
recordings, as weli as special
stated she received conflicting
material for night clubs. She
information from SBA office but
has had her own ra.dio show
the data still reflects a paucity
and has appeare_d on network.
from
of
ad
attention
TV and in supper clubs'
ministrators to this situation:
throu.ghout the counfry. He.r
Woman as Entrepreneurs. Ms.
last appearance about six
Bender concluded that "Other
months ago was a revue at
approaches are available to
Hartly House Theater, Manhat
prospective
entrepreneurs:
tan, a production written by
have the money yourself,
Ms. Lynd called "That's a
collect the resources from in
Heavy Crown, Mr. Jones." She
terested investors or friends. really uplifted the spirits of this
obtain financial backing from
reporter.·
the Government." The element
Here was an afternoon well
. of risk is high and so the
spent as women as suojects
motivation is essential.
unselfishly gave of their time to
Questions from the audience
enlighten the achievers/enc
followed. Dr. Sidran thanked
trepreneurs of tomorrow .

Get.ting. Into Law Sc�ool
315 building. Garnett said that
more business-oriented major, noted lecturer ·sarry A. Wadler
the . Y9ung
.Lawyers
such as accounting, in order to_ of
improve their job prospects if AS:sbciation, will kick off the
they find they cannot get into planned series of lectures with ·
his talk
"One Day in the Life
law school.
Another question on students', of a Trial Lawyer." Mr. Wadler
. minds was ·how to best prepare will be appearing at the March
for
the LSAT. The best 17th meetin· of-the s iet .
p.repar-ation, according to the
professor, is to- "Read, read,
read, and read some more!" As
far as the cram courses are con
cerned, he believes that they
neither· help, nor hurt, a
student's performance on the
exam, since the type of
,knowledge tested_ is the kind
which is acquired over a long
period of time.
Professor Rothman injected a
solemn note into the meeting,
when he pointed out that about
one half of last year's law school
graduates have been unable to
find· jobs in the law profession.
In spite of this, he stated thai
there is always a place for the
excellent lawyer who g'raduates
from one of the top schools.
Others, he said, would have to·
scratch for jobs.
According to Acting President
Garnett Sullivan, and Faculty
Advisor Professor Raymond Lef
fler, the Law Scoiety plans to
have a full semester of in
teresting and informative weekly
meetings, which will include lec
tures, films, and discussions.
Other planned activities include
the formation of a library of law
school catalogs and review
materials.
On Thursday, March 1·0th,
elections for officers will be held
at 12 Noon in R-oom 2031 of the
(Continued from Page 2)

6n

Join
in the Fight To

SAV� C'-1�Y

Mr. Wayne Holton,
CPA ,' will sp_eak on
his - diversified
experience in taxation.
He is ta.x manager
· at �- Johnson & ·Co.,
Inc., and was fc,rmerly
with the tax
department of
.P�ice Waterhous�.
Accounti�g. Society,
Evening s,ssion, Day,
Evening, & Graduate
Students w:elcome.
March 14,
5:00-6:00 PM.
Room 514,
26th Stree.t

